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Blue Key Honorary Frat Taps Five Seniors
BLUE KEY PLEDGES
OUTSTANDING FIVE

WRITING FRAT TO
BEGIN WORK SOON
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
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TIGER GRID BRIGADE GOES TO TECH
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Bengal Frosh To Open Grid Season With Erskine Tomorrow
Campus Leaders Order Of The" C" AtlantaToBe
TitleDefense
Begins Here
Setting For
Are Chosen For
For Frosh
Blue Key Rolls
Annual Go
CLEMSON MEN FALL. DOWN
ON JOB OF PREDICTING
SCORE SATURDAY FRACAS

State "Rat"
Champs Pitted
Against Young Seceders
In Opener
PROSPECTS

BRIGHT

An even dozen of Tigertown's
grid fans, unlike the 20 million
Frenchmen, would make a flat
"F" on any course in "Score
Prediction".
Here's why! A former TIGER
scrivener, who is still interested
in the local sheet, did a bit of
ambling around day before the
P. C. game, and having cornered,
at one time or the other, 12 of
the campus' Monday morning
quarterbacks, he asked for probable scores.
The answers were forthcoming.
No two were alike and only one
person guessed the correct margin of victory. The scores willingly given were: 20 to 0, 13 to
7, 26 to 6, 19 to 7, 20 to 7, 13
to 7, 7 to O, 12 to O, 14 to 0,
O to 0, 13 to 0, 19 to 6, 13 to 6.

Richardson, Cochran, Allison,
Grain, Webb are Pledged
To Frat

Tiger Eleven is Much Improved
Over Last Year Says
Neely

YEAR'S FIRST GROUP

CORPS MAY ATTEND

With a 50 to 0 victory staring
at it out of the dim past, Bob Jones'
Cubs takes the gridiron against
Erskine's yearlings on Riggs Field
tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
Last year the Tiger frosh had.
little trouble with the youthful
Seceders and carried on a minature
track meet ar. they ran up half a
hundred points.
Informal Affair Held in FieldTHINGS DIFFERENT
house Following Grid
Things this year will be differEncounter
ent or so it is judged from reports
that come from the Due West
The informal dance in the field(Continued on page two)
house Saturday night brought to
an enjoyable close a day of crammed activity which began with the
annual Clemson-Presbyterian grid
encounter and wlas terminated by
the terpsichorean affair.

At a meeting held last night by
the local chapter of Blue Key,
national honorary leadership fraternity, a quintet of outstanding
seniors were pledged to membership.
LIST OF PLEDGES
The men accepted as candidates
are as follows: Duke Richardson
(Cadet Colonel, Scabbard and Blade,
Senior Council, vice-president of
(Continued on page two)

JUNGALEERS TUNEFUL
Incident From Ancient FootThe reorganized and rejuvenated
ball Game with CaroJungaleers, Clemson's own inimitalina Told
ble
venders of harmony, filled
the dance floor with rhythmic ofBY JOE KINARD
ferings throughout the function.
The name of Clemson College
SCHOOL COLORS USED
will circulate this month among
Local and P. C. colors were used
hundreds of thousands scattered, ovin the simple decorating of the fielder the nation and world through
house. The motif of gridiron comthe medium of the Readers' Digest.
bat was carried out with a gigantic
This literary publication, one of the
pigskin hanging in mid air, surleading magazines of this country
rounded on the four sides by intoday, with a large international
direct lighting devices.
circulation,
carries
an
article,
Sponsored by the ladies of the
"Wiles That Win in Football", a
campus, the dance lasted until midcompilation of various articles, that
night.
refers to an interesting incident
that happened in Clemson football
some thirty-odd years ago when
football was in its barest beginings.
(Continued on page eight)

Forestry and Chemical EnginCrack Drill Unit of Corps Is Now Located in Texas Dureering Work Installed at
ing Government Work;
Puts on First Exhibition
College
Expected January
With Cadet Major A. W. Allison
Clemson, long been noted for its
Doctor R. A. Cockrell, now with
wielding the leaders sabre in the
wide range of choice in fields of
the
United States Forestry Serorganization, Clemson's crack "Senspecialization, has again broadened
ior Platoon" began its busy pro- vice in Texas, will report to Clemthe curricula with the addition of
gram of 1934-193 5 exhibitions on som on January 1 to begin work
a course in Forestry and, a course
Riggs Field last Saturday after- here as head of the School of Forin Chemical Engineering.
estry.
noon.
FORESTRY, AG. COURSE
Doctor Cockrell was selected from
The Forestry course is offered
GIVE SNAPPY SHOW
a large number of capable applias a major in the field of Agriculcants because of his wide experBetween the halves of the Clemture.
There has been a demand
ience in the field of forestry.
for this course for several years. son-Presbyterian grid contest, AlHOLDS PH. D. DEGREE
Since the forestry program has be- lison marched, his men onto Riggs
Field where a snappy 15 minute
Securing his B.S. and M.S; de(Continued on page two)
show of intricate maneuvering was grees at the New York State Forput on for the Cadet Corps and out- estry School at Syracuse he receivside spectators.
(Continued on page seven)
Composed of five full squads and
two guides, the fourth year outfit
(Continued on page two)

Saturday Dance
Proves Success

READERS D
CLEMSONJRID STORY

COLLEGE ADDS PAIR
OF MAJOR COURSE Senior Platoon
GOGKREU WILL HEAD
TO INCREASE SCOPE Opens (iSeason"
CHOOL OF FORESTRY

Gamma Alpha Mu Writing Frat
To Begin Activities Next Month

THREE ARMY CAPTAINS
ADDED TO CLEMSON'S
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
Clemson College has had several
additions to the Commandant's staff
in three captains who take the place
of Captain Hoy, Captain Kron, and
Lieutenant Searey, who were here
last year.
The new officers are Captain Dumas, Captain Archer, and Captain
Gammon.
DUMAS IS A. P. I. MAN
Captain Dumas is a graduate of
Alabama
Polytechnic
Institute,
known as Auburn, in the class ot
'17. His degree was a B. S. in Agriculture. He was a member of the
Sigma Mu Fraternity of that school.
(Continued on page 2)

Gamma Alpha Mu, the honorary writing' fraternity that
Octavus Roy Cohen is sponsoring' at Clemson, has jumped
from an ideta on paper into a
wide-awake reality that will
appeal to the majority of Tigertown's pen-wielders.
SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS
With plans for the organization welf under way, all students desiring to submit manuscripts for admission into the
fraternity are asked to turn
them in to Prof. John D. Lane
in his classroom before October
22, since the initial election of
members will be held about
November 1.
Any student may apply for
admission by submitting two

(Ed. Note: In each issue during football season THE TIGER
will run a story of the week's
best blocker. Coach Jess Neely
is to pick the man after each
game.)
According to Neely and his
coaching staff Roddy Kissam,
Tiger end, did the best blocking
of any Bengal gridster in the
P. C. encounter on Riggs Field
ljast Saturday.
Said Neely yesterday: "Kissam's blocking stood out more
than that of any of the others;
it was of the highest calibre
throughout the game."

"They'll be in better shape than
they were a.t this time last year,"
remarked Head Mientor Jess Neely
to a reporter yesterday afternoon*,
when asked for the outlook of the
Clemson-Tech game in tiUanta flay
after tomorrow.
THIRD TECH GAME
With the opening gams chalktfd
up to its credit the Bengal grid
outfit journeys to tie "New York
of the South" to tackle Tech's Yellow Jackets for the third time in
three years.
(Continued on page two)

or more articles in the field of
journalism, fiction, belles letters, or poetry.
COHEN TO JUDGE
All offerings will be judged
by Cohen himself. In a recent
statement on this subject the
internationally-known creator of
Florian Slappey remarked that
"many a student with the facile
pen captures the fancy of the
average person, when as a matter of fact some student with
less obvious fluency may have
something necessary to a. successful writer, which only a
professional writer can detect."
TO GUVE PINS
The official Gamma Alpha
Mu pin will be given to every
(Continued on page two)

"By Their Words"

BUSINESS MANAGER OF
In case of'a fire, grab the mornTAPS ANNOUNCES FEE
ing report and run.
—Archer
FOR PICTURE SITTING
Queerness and insanity are not
C. E. Cummings, Business Manager of TAPS, sends the following, so far separated.
—Brearley.
■along with the request that it be
published in this issue:
I don't believe that genuine art
DOLLAR SITTING FEE
can come out of prejudice.
—Lane.
"TAPS sitting fee, including four
poses, will be one dollar for all
Sports writers are picking Tech
upper classmen; this is payable at
to
win the Southeastern Conferenthe time your picture is taken. Two
ce.
of the visage images will be taken
—Ramsay.
in uniform, and the remaining two
in "cits".
All senior officers and
Another disturbance like that and
first sergeants are entitled to six
you'll
go out of the room.
poses."
—Manning.
(Continued on page two)
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Clemson Alumni Club Honors Moorman At Banquet
Ihe Battle Site

WOMAN IS DISCOVERED Shoot The Show NEW PMS&T FETED RY CLASSMATES, FRIENDS
H. S. ASHMORE
IN COLLEGE TRAINING ROOM FRIDAY NIGHT
TO BE NINETY-THIRD FRIDAY—GRAND CANARY

JHEMICALELEMENT
Symbol, Wo, Used to Designate
New Test Tube Discovery
AFFINITY FOR AU

On Grant Field, shown above,
the Clemson Tigers, fresh from
a listless 6 to 0 victory over
Presbyterian, will tackle a powerful Yellow Jacket team from
Georgia Tech Saturday afternoon.
The picture shows a section
of the field during last year'*
fracas, when 15,000 watched
the Bengals fight Tech.

CLEMSON-TECH GAME
(Continued from page 1)
The entire local aggregation is in
excellent physical condition, with
the possible exception of Randy
Hineon, who is suffering from miner injuries.
TECH TEAM GOOD
In speaking of the strength of
the Atlanta team Neely said, "People tell me it is the best since the
•28 outfit, when they went to the
Rose Bowl."
Leading sports writers of the
South contend, that Alexander's Yellow Jackets will finish high, probably first or second, in the powerful Southeastern conference.
WOODWARD'S KNEE BETTER
Woodward, whose knee has been
gtvng him some trouble to this
stage' of the season, will pr< batlv
Bie service in the Saturday gf.rae.
Reader* will recall that Mr. Woodnaid made his mark on the Techsters several years ago when he
ambled down the sidelines for a
pair of touchdowns after being on
the receiving end of Jess Neely's
renowned forward-lateral togs.
Berry, who so cooly directed the
activities of the local eleven against
P. C. last weekend, is ready for his
second varsity encounter and is expected to burn up the air over
Grant Field with his aerial flings.
KISSAM TO PLAY
Kissam, who did such excellent
■blocking this past week, along with
Black, who figured in most of the
tackle plays, ■ will be in the fracas
ready to claw for the Tiger crew.
Brown, Troutman, Croxton, Inabinet, Henley, Fellers, Cummings.
Watson, Horton, McCown and others will probably be in the battle
during most or some of the afternoon.

TWO GODRSES ADDED
(Continued from page 1)
gun in South Carolina, there should
be a number of positions for forestry men providing there are not too
many applicants. A special forester is coming to begin the forestry
-work the second semester.
The
professor has not been announced
as yet.
CHEJL ENGINEERING
The Chemical Engineering combines the chemical and engineering
fields giving the students adequate
training in both, and preparing
them for either of the fields or
"better still for places where the two
fields overlap. The enrollment In

This element called woman ie a
member of the human family and it
has been assigned the chemical symbol, Wo.
The accepted aitomlc
weight is 120, although a number
of isotypes have been identified
having weights ranging from 95 to
400.
ABOUT OCCURENCE
It is abundant in nature; found
both free and combined.
Usually
associated with man.
That found
in the United States is preferred.
PHYSICAL PROPERTD3S
A number of allotropic forms
have been observed. Their density,
transparency, hardness, color, and
boiling and melting points vary
within wide limits.
The color exhibited by many
speciments is a surface phenomenon
and is usually due to more or less
closely-adhering powder. It has been
found that an unpolished specimen
tends to turn green in the presence
of a highly polished one. The boiling point of some varieties is quite
Jowj, while pthers are likely to
freeze at any moment. All varieties melt under the proper treatment. The taste varies from sweet
to very bitter, depending upon environemnt and treatment.
CJHEAUCAIJ

l^jtvOic-Jni^XIES

Absorbs witnout dissolving in, a
numDer of liquids, tne activity Demg greatly increased oy aicohol.
AosorDB seemingly unlimited quantities of expensive foods.
aome
varieties catalyze this food into Cat
in accordance with tne formula:
PV-KT. Many naturally occurring
varieties of Wo are highly magnetic,
in general the magnetism varies
inversely with the density and size,
directly with the square of the valence, and inversely with the cube of
age. Some varieties tend to form
anne-irons; others, cat-irons. Their
ionic migrations vary widely. AH
varieties exhibit great affinity for
Au, Ag, and Pt, and precious stones
in both chain and ring structures.
The valence toward these substances is high and its study is complicated 'by the fact that the residual
valency is never satisfied.
Many
stable and unstable unions have
been described—the latter in the
daily press.
Some varieties are
highly explosive and are exceedingly
dangerous in
Inexperienced
hands.
In general, they tend to
explode spontaneously when left
alone temporarily by man.
The
applications of pressure to different
specimens of Wo produces such
varied results as to defy the principle of LeChatelier.
USES OF ELEMENT
Highly ornamental. Wide application in the arts and domestic
sciences. Acts as a positive or negative catalyst in the production ot
a fever, as the case may be. Useful as a tonic in the alleviation ot
sickness, low spirits, etc. Efficient
as a cleaning agent. Equalizes the
distribution of wealth. Is probably
the most powerful (income) reducing agent known.
—Journal, Chemical Education.

Here we have ARROW-SMITH Official Welcome Given Colonel Moorman, Class of '98, Upon
with a happy ending and a very good,
Return to Clemson in Position of Professor of
picture it is too. Warner Baxter
Military Science and Tactics
plays the doctor who has his professional reputation ruined by his
At a meeting of the Clemson Alumni Club, held last Friday in
jealous associates.
In his usual the college training room, a ban quet was given in honor of the
competent manner he shows us the college's new PMS&T, Colonel
Thomas S. Moorman.
The affair was sponsored by Colonel Moorman's classmates who
doctor as he tours off to the Ca«
These included Doctors
nary Islands to forget his troubles, finished with him at Clemson in 1898.
falls in love with someone else's Stone and Hamilton, and Professors Lee, Klugh, Hunter, Robertson,
wife, cures a yellow fever epedem- and Newman, the latter group being located on the campus.
A. B. BRYAN PRESIDES
ic, returns home to find his escutProf. A. B. Bryan, president of
cheon unsmirched. The lady dithe Club, welcomed members, and
vorces her husband and marries
then turned the program over to
Warner.
Madge Evans plays the
Prof. W. W. Klugh, who was in
lady and we also find Marjorie
(Continued from page 1)
charge of the special program. Prof.
Rambeau, Zita Johann, and the very
Klugh introduced all of the '98 men
excellent H. B. Warner.
stepped through its pace with a that happened, to be present, along
cadence that showed no signs of a with other notables.
summer let-down.
MOORMAN SPEAKS
SATURDAY—CHARLIE
DRILL CALLED OFF
Then Professor B. F. Robertson
CHAN IN LONDON
The platoon was originally sche- and Dr. Rhett Turnipseed made ofThat amazing detective again duled to drill during the half at ficial speeches of welcome to Colmoves about in his best unruffled, the Clemson-Tech game on Grant onel Moorman, who then spoke for
manner, spouts Oriental majsims, Field in Atlanta but increased train some minutes on colelge life "then
solves the mystery after trapping an rates have prevented this from maand now".
international spy, restores true love terializing.
About 100 persons attended the
to its smooth course and again
Allison and his cohorts plan an
function.
turns out a well rounded, entertain- exhibition trip to Savannah for the
ing mystery.
Warner Oland, and Mercer game and. possibly at severMore
some other people whose names I al other Tiger encounters.
definite information will be forthcan't remember.
coming.
(Continued from page 1)
At Fort McClellan, where several
MONDAY—KISS
hundred Clemsonites attended a six
student who makes the grade
AND MAKE UP
weeks
ROTC
Camp
the
Senior
Plaand his name, along with notIn spite of the title this is one
able honorary members, wiU
toon
drew
a
great
ovation
from
a
of the cleverest bits of high comelarge crowd with a special series
be
given wide publicity. Some
dy you'll see in a long time. The
of fancy movements.
of the honorary members alplot deals with the various compliready pledging support are:
cations that arise when a beauty
Ben Robertson of the Associatdoctor really learns to make women
ed Press in New York; Wright
beautiful, after which they usually
Bryan of the "Atlanta Journal;
fall in love with him. EVery one
(Continued from page 1)
Harper Gault of the Rock Hill
in the cast does well tut the rab"Hjerald"; WUliam Gi. Ash!
.bity Mr. Edward Everett Horton Is
more of the "Textile World";
school.
Under the direction of
the shining light. He is at home
Hank Acker of the Anderson
Coach Doc McKay the Erskiners
with some really clever lines for a
"Daily Mail"; A. B. Bryan,
have shown a great deal of prechange. Also Cary Grant, GeneClemson's Agricultural
Ediseason form and will come to Tigvieve Tobin, who knows her drawtor; and Frank H. Jeter, N. C.
ertown with minds made up to bite
ing room comedy, <and Helen Mack.
State's
Agricultural
Editor.
off a chunk of Tiger flesh.
(The above are all old ClemBOB JONES SPEAKS
TUESDAY—STAND
son men.)
Coach Jones admits that his boys
UP AND CHEER
INTEREST SHOWN
are fast and big enough to take
A mediocre musical comedy witn
Doctor Cohen and all of the
on any "rat" outfit but he bea good. cast. There are spots that
honorary members are vitally
bemoaningly states that "blocking
make it worth seeing, especially
interested in the organisation,
and tackling will have to improve
Stepin Fetchit's Shim-sham-shimmy.
and also in its relation to work
before thie bunch can measure up
The only song hit you have heard
at Clemson.
to the standard set by the '33 agis "She's Way Up Thar" and it is
About his visit at Commencegregation."
probably the 'best.
Oh, yes, we
ment time, Cohen says, "It has
No definite lineup for the locals
forgot this is Shirley Temple's first
been a long time between
has been announced, but the folappearance and her 'best. Since then
drinks, and yet, given a uniVt; lowing will probably be on the list,
she has become a star and.
I would Ends: Clary and ■o„
rra„ir
!t„i,„tt
form and a rifle, I could have
. J_..
Pritchett.
advise ,you to see her m this one.'
stepped right into the Cjadet
lies: Wyse and, Winham. Guards:
Warner Baxter,
Jimmy
Dunne,
Corps without any feeling of
Lokey and Payne.
Center: HeyMadge Evans, Sylvia Froos, John
having been away.
Clemson
ward. Backs: Wiles, Clary, Bethea,
Boles.
seems to be that kind of a
and Sanders.
school."
WEDNESDAY—
"My interest in this new litDUDE RANGER
erary fraternity is keen and I
A Zane Grey picture with George
want to cooperate in any way
O'Brien. You know the rest.
(Continued from page 1)
possible."

SENIOR PLATOON

GAMMA ALPHA MO

FROSH-ERSKINE GAME

BLUE KEY PLEDGES

THURSDAY—
WHIRLPOOL
Some very mellow melodrama
with Jack Holt, the Gaynorish Jean
Arthur and Allen Jenkins.
The
usual Holt stuff without any pistol
shots.

ADOOT TAPS SPACE
(Continued from page 1)

CAN PAY NOW
"Seniors may pay half of the
space now, and the other half at
the beginning of the next semester.
"Get that picture of your girl (or
this course in the freshman class Is your roommate's girl) and submit
24 this year and this is only the it to H. A. Webb in 149, if you
first year that the course has 'been desire to make an entry for the
Beauty Section of the book."
offered.

Senior Class, Senior Platoon, Alpha
Tau Alpha; Louis Cochran( hi.
Colonel, Alpha Tau Alpha, President of Senior Class, Senior Platoon, Scabbard and Blade); Arthur
W. Allison ('Miajor, Leader of Senior Platoon, President of Tau Beta
Pi, Scabbard and Blade); V. M.
Crain (Captain, Treasurer of Senior Class, Secretary of Tau Beta
Pi, Treasurer of C. D. A., Senior
Council); and H. A. Webb (Captain of Band, President of Phi Psi,
Senior Platoon, Photo Editor of
TAPS).
INITIATION DELAYED
The informal initiation will not
begin until several weeks hence.
Present members of the organization are Charlie Cummings, Howard Nottingham, Oscar Rawls, Henry Woodward, and George Chaplin.

NEW OFFICERS HERE
(Continued tram page one)
Upon his graduation, he entered
the Officers Training College and
from there he went straight into
the Army, in which he has remained, until the present time.
ARCHER FROM N. C.
Captain Archer attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He was a member of the
Beta Theta Pi fratesnity.
During
the was he entered the O. T. C. and
was commissioned on November 27,
1917.
Captain Gammon went to Fredericksburg College at Frederickeburg, Va. He graduated with a
' B. A. He joined the Army in 1917
and has advanced steadily.
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Bengals Open Year With 6-0 Win From Blue Hose
CLEMSON BAND UNDERGOES METAMORPHOSIS
AS HINWOOD, WEBB, FRYE AND SWAILS WORK
ON BENGAL WINDJAMMERS: TO MAKE TRIPS
Musical Outfit Sounds Better
Than Ony of Last
Jour Years
NEW

TUNES

Schirmer Honored

ADDED

With .a .new student director
present and under the leadership
of (Captain PL A. Webb, this year-s
band promises to be the 'best in the
past .four years. vOne reason for
this prediction lies in the fact that
there raate ;a goodly imimber of talented
freshman
"-windjammers"
who :are ibeing counted ^tcpon heavily.
JKRYE IS DIRECTOR
The student director, C. C. Frye,
was brought to .Clemson through the
efforts of Dr. E. W. Sikes and Captain. Jraseph :H. JHinwood, who has
been made tactical officer of the
band for this year. Captain Hlnwood has taken great interest In
his "band, boys, for he was once connected With a similar organization at Michigan State "University
and knows, and is 'trying to get
the kind of music which a college
of Clemson's caliber rightly deserves
TJEW 'TUNES ADDED
Frye was grauuatea irom tne
Shenanaoan Conservatory of Music,
Dayton, Virginia and is entered as
a sopnomore tais .year. He has had
quite .Rome experience in .this line
of work and .the much .improved
bass section should toe an outstanding feature of the 5Q niece organization. New tunes winch .have been
ordered recently include "There Is
Something About a ISoldlar", "Colonel Minor's Maah"., "Hapaz", .and
"Neopolitan Nights"..
Last but by no means least .is '6
foot 5 inch Swails,, reputed to he
the lankiest drum major in the
South. It is .certain that when the
band appears on taps wiiich they,
are hoping to make led by "Long
Boy", that a quite favorable impression will be made unon the
spectators.

Vespers
Interesting speeches by the Y. JVL
C. A. stan; featured the program
at Vesper servises Sunday evening.
W. B. McConnell, President of the
Y. M. C. A., after making a short
introductory speech presented W5. Crawford, the first speaker.
Mr. Crawford told of plans in
connection with freshmen work. He
is assisting Mr. P. B. Holtzendorft
who is in direct charge of freshman work.
KIRCHNER SPEAKS
Freddie Kirchner, who is in
charge of intramural sports and
athletics sponsored by the Y, was
the next speaker. He stressed the
fact that the Clemson Y is an intergral part of a great movement
and is here to render intelligent
religious training, stimulate intellectural growth, provide wholesome
social activity, and to promote recreational life.
Mr. Roy Cooper, associate secretary of the Y, spoke next. He reviewed the activities of the Y Including Bible study groups, discussion groups, and deputation teams.
Mr. P, B. Holtzendorff, general
secretary of the Y, spoke last. He
urged students to attend Vesper
services because of their stimulating
and helpful effects upon one.

SWAILS GROWS ALMOST
THREE FEET AS SHAKO
IS PLACED ON CRANIUM
Keep your eyes on A. C. "Empire State" Swails when he struts
in front of the band at the Tech
game Saturday. Clemson's elongated drum-major, normally a
mere 6 feet 5, will tip the heightmeasuring devices at 9 feet when
he dons the new shako built for
him.
Added to his attire is a blue
and gold coat with a gleaming
yellow belt.
Twirling a silver
"stick" in his good right hand,
Mr. Swails will lead the Tiger
windjammers through their usual
peppy exhibition of hom-tooting.
Swails has refused to let any
stratosphere instruments to be tied
to his "chapeau" by local scientists.

FIVE THOUSAND WATCH PRESBYTERIAN AND
CLEMSON BATTLE UNDER RELENTLESS RAYS
OF SEPTEMBER SUN; SECOND HALF IS SLOW
Off To Cornell

LINE PLAYS WELL
BY W. K. LEWIS
With a punch early in the first
quarter that counted for a lone
touchdown, the Bengal eleven opened its 1934 season before 5000 people last Saturday afternoon on
Riggs Field with a victory over a
fast but not very- powerful Presbyterian College team from Clinton.

REVIVED JUNGALEE
EMBARK ON CURRENT
SEASONAT LAST HOP
Old Music Masters Add New
Talent to Replace Grads
Frank Schirmer, of Charleston, Cadet Colonel of the Clemson Cadet Corps during the
year past is a recipient of a
chemical fellowship at Cornell
University in New York.
Schirmer, who majored in
straight Chemistry here, was a
member of Scabbard and Blade,
Blue Key, Athanor, and the
crack Senior Platoon.

SCABBARD AND BLADE
FISH CAVORT DURING
GRID GAMESATURDAY
Quintet of Initiates Run Rampant in Flimsy Attire
Along with such terrestial animals as Tigers, OUDS and Rats,
there were some aquatic forms in
evidence at the football game last
Saturday. A quintet of animals belonging to the Chordata Phylum
.and the Vertebrata Subphylum, but
to the Class Pisces, in Clemson
jpiiraseology termed "FISH", or 'bettar known to those of the lower
ranks as debutantes to Clemson's
military elite, slithered, onto the
football 'field during the half ana
proceeded to page Corporal Richardson.
LED BY CUMMINGS
These five of the finny clan whose
lower appendages were encased,, not
with scales, but something known
colloquially as "BOOTS'!, were led
by Fish Number 3, Cummings, who
reminded the colorful throng or
spectators of an eel instead of a
fish.
He turned red in the gills
when there was some remarking
about his weiaring apparel, a pair
of boots, the lower portion of a
bathing suit, a Sam Browne, the
traditional cavalry sword, and quite
a bit of tatooing.
Fish Number 2, Mustard, A. C,
looked very much like the Snapper
fish (or was it sriatcher?)
'Fish Number 3 was none other
than "Ima bigshot now" Platt, better known to his associates as
"Katy-did (he did a lot of it last
year).
Fish 'Number 4, not a corporal,
however, was M'ajor "Lowby" Allison, gaudily attired in a pair of
last winter's red flannels.
Last but not least, bringing up
the rear, was Fish Number 5, or
"Scabbard and Blade "Willie" Smith,
who "was much more modestly clad
than his fellow fishes.

The Jungaleers, Clemson's celebrated contribution to southern
dance circles, embarked on their
current season last Saturday night
at the informal hop after the Tiger's victory over P. C.
JAMES, ALL LEAD
Wth tne exception of a brand
new sax team composed oi jimmy
Farmer, George Warren, and. a
certain "Rat" Green, tne roster oi
last year's dance-masters remains
untouched.
D wight Chapin commands the
ivories again in his own '"Smoky
Joe" style, while Red All still
tears up his drums as in the days
of yore; Jesse James toots his big
bass horn, and Jeff Davis picks his
big Georgia guitar.
Welch ana
Salley are still holding down the
trumpets, while Eddie Heikkila
revisits town with that fine trombone,
WORKING HARD
The Jungaleers have been working hard on ne-w music every night
since school opened, and they intend to "go places" this year. The
boys will put up a swanky front
with their renovated istands and
their new regulation mess packets.

HOSE THREATEN

Russell Eaton, above, member of 'S4| graduating class and
son of Prof, and Mrs. R. K.
Eaton of the campus, has left
for Utica, New York where he
holds a chemical fellowship at
Cornell University.
Eteiton majored in Chemistry
at Clemson and was an outstanding cadet; he held the
captainship of I Company, was
a member of Scabbard and
Blade, Blue Key, and the Athanor.

V. P. I.
It seems as though several rather unique "eating contests" were
held at the V. P. I. summer school.
After the champion ice cream eaters had eaten three quarts apiece,
the keeper of the mess hall called
the contest a draw in order' to prevent a deficiency in the Sunday
dinner supply. After eating more
breakfast than anyone else in the
mess hall, one student driank 13
glasses of milk. Other records were
established including 17 pounds of
watermelon at one sitting.
Perhaps the best, though, was the record, of one student who ate a quart
of raw onions and then had a date.
He said that six quarts of Listerine
left his breath "as .sweet as new-

S. Carolina Coed Elucidates On
Subject Of "Dingling" Profs
"A Scotchman has his golf,
a Bostonian his beans; and a
University of South Carolinian
his dingle," so says Miss Mary
D. Ford, University coed, in an
article, "Confessions of a Student", in the September twenty-third issue of THE STATE.
"Dingling," M&ss Ffordj describes, "is soft-soaping, telling
the boss his game of bridge
is superb when it's lousy, smiling at policemen. You dingled
in grammar school when you
took the teacher a big red apple on the dfiy you didn't know
your multiplication table."
THE SEX QUESTION
The coed journalist mentions
the fact that dingling one's own
sex ranks in the social errors
somewhere between murder and
B. O.
"This", she says, "gives the
coed more chance to dingle because there are more men than
women professors."
Her advice to freshmen is to dingle
and pass courses, dingle and

Berry Carries Oval Over Goal
Line in First Quarter

And time for activities, dingle
ajud write articles about it.
MORE FREEDOM
With dingling, much more
leisure time can be found
where
otherwise this time
would have been used to prepare the lesson.. This time,
then, can be spent in going out
for organizations and at the
same time you c(an give the
folks at home the impression
that you are studying hard.
Then when they attempt to put
a stop to your running around
you can point to your fairly
respectable report card and say,
"If I make decent mjarks, I
don't see why I can't go in for
other phases of college life."
TRIO OF METHODS
There are three ways or
methods of dingling according
to this feminine scribbler. The
first consists of going up to the
professor, after class, and engaging his in a pleasant conversation concerning the day's
(Continued on page six)

P. C.'s only threat came early in
the final .quarter when after several penalties against the Tigers and
consistant gains, the ball was carried eight yards from Clemson's
goal line. However, after several
plays were stopped by Neely'e boys
the Blue Stockings' final effort was
unsuccessful as a pass by Wilbank3
was grounded.
BERRY SCORES
A tew minutes alter tne opening
wmstie Joe .berry, promising sophomore quarter, tooit a P. C. punt
on Ms own 40 yard marker and returned it 5 yards.
Then started
Clemson's 55 yard unbroken march
to the Calvinist's goal which was
accomplished by reverses, several
triple passes, and off-tackle smashes. The forward lateral combination which clicked so well was Berry
to Shore or McCown, netting the.
Cats about half of the 55 yard
stretch. The ability of the left
side of the line, Fellers, Brown, and
Croxton, to open a way, enabled
"Slick" McCown to lug the pigskin
to the 2 yard stripe where Berry
shoved it over.
Alternate Captain
Stanley Fellers' kick was a bit
wide.
WOODWARD ENTERS
Captain Henry Woodward was
ushered into the game shortly before the half with great enthusiasm
on the part of the spectators. Despite the fact that his leg injury
is still with him, he returned a
punt for a nice gain and then totaled, 15 yards on the next two
plays, taking the ball deep into
P. C.'s territory, when the halt
ended.
Jess thought it best for
"Jake" to remain out the remainder
of the game.
OLD SOL WORKS
A blazing sun was the cauee of
the many substitutions made during the course of the game but
both teams showed an excellent
brand of football despite the heat.
Clemson had an advantage of being
able to protect her lead at most
times, but frequently Bolick of P.
C. broke through Clemson's rugged
forward wall for nice gains. Presbyterian's as well
as Clemson's
punting facilities cannot be praised
too highly.
One of the prettiest
kicks of the afternoon occurred in
the third quarter when, on his own
10 yard line, Wilbanks dropped
back to tbe 5 and sent a beautiful
punt well into the Tiger's territory,
the ball landing on the 25 yard
line.
At times Clemson's punters
were gifted in booting the ball out
of bounds around the 5 and 10 yard
stripes, Troutman got off long beauties on several occasions.
Hinson
and Berry alternated with Troutman to take some share in the punting honors.
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—that "Sophomore" Riley has promised, a certain senior that he will
call up Esta on his next trip to
Charleston.
\
OSCAR SAYS

—that Bob Murphy is studying in
his spare time now that Fitz and
the Chevrolet have vacated the
campus.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Captain "Highschool" Webb
was greeted with a colossal ovation
as he appeared in the messhall Saturday clad in those ducky boots,
minus the steed.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that he wonders if Derrill Fant
or a sore foot kept Cheerleader
Bob Anderson from his regular QU
ties at the P. C. encounter,
—. —OSCAR SAYS

—that a certain titian-haired rat
has already acquired that big shot
complex.
OSCAR SAYS

EDITORIAL
THE GREEKS HAD A WORD FOR IT
A courageous University of South Carolina coed dips her
pen into the inkwell of frankness, and in last Sunday's edition
of THE STATE discloses to the universe at large a few of the
methods employed by patronizing students.
To quote a passage: " 'Dingling' is soft-soaping, telling the
boss his game of bridge is superb when it's lousy, smiling at
policemen. You dingled in grammar school when you took
the teacher a big red apple on the day you didn't know the
multiplication table
"
At Carolina it is called "dingling"; at other schools it is
termed "snatching"; at military colleges the descriptive phrase
is usually more vulgar.
"Dingling" goes on in spite of all that may be said to the
contrary. As long as schools exist—and they seem quite robust at present—students will smile at professors they dislike,
and laugh with apparent appreciation at the seventh-grade
jokes "pulled" by the instructors that suffer from mental
senility.
Far from being a device of rescue, "dingling" draws a deadline between student and professor, causes the collegian to regard his instructors as natural enemies, and creates much of
the narrow-mindedness and lack of thought that prevail in
too many of America's colleges.
Professors are human beings. Some like to read Spinoza
and Kant, and others prefer the ramblings of loquacious Popeye, the seafarer. Some go in for Verdi's "Aida", and others
like Laurel and Hardy. Some profs can be "dingled", but the
majority can see through the;'insincerity that, of necessity,
surrounds the actions of patronizing undergraduates.
If a student likes a subject the prof will probably be glad to
have him stay after class and talk with him. If the collegian
wants to visit him at night and discuss football prospects or his
philosophy of life the chances are that he will welcome him.
The professor that is not in a rut is usually glad to feel the
student pulse and listen to student opinions and ideas. The
instructor that is sure he cannot learn anything from students
is ready for the pedantic scrap-heap.
Even if a student does "dingle" his way to a high grade in a
course he is still "running in the red" from a personal standpoint. The man that believes success comes only from "drinking with the right people" is in need of an inventory.
Being frank in class may hurt the student's grade, but his
self-respect will take a sharp rise. The choice is open!
WHAT OTHERS SAY

that freshman "Dusty" Wiles has
begun to feather a nest in Anderson
believing that "Wile" there is a
will there is a way.
OSCAR SAYS

that a certain Miss Cannon, Columbia school marm was the big
gun at the dance Saturday night
and that Slats Hearon, Converse
lass, was also there.
OSCAR SAYS

that, Howard
Yankee, spent
noon looking
just wasn't to

Kirkgard, our Conn.
all Saturday afterfor "Red" but she
be found.

OSCAR SAYS

—that way back in the manhood
days of '98 Colonel Mporman was
known to his Tiger cohorts as "Boney".
OSCAR SAYS

—that Harry "Nig" Shore has been
heard to complain that his name
appears entirely too much on bust
sheets and not enough in this column.
OSCAR SAYS

LOYAL
At the football game Saturday
we discovered Clemson's most loyal alumnus. We don't know his
name or anything about him but
we feel that a monument should be
erected to him. We arrived just as
he was closing a long discourse on
school spirit and love for the Alma
Mater. At length someone asked
him what class he was a member
of.
(We hope Prof. Lane doesn't
see that preposition). He replied,
"Well, that would be hard to say.
I was a senior in the big walk out
of '25, I was suspended in '26, and
expelled in '27."

W&6B&
on us.
During the three no-breaks we
danced seven men tried to break
and we are positive that at least
four of them knew they were nobreaks. Only two of them botherea
to apologize.
The other three common breaku
occurred too often for us to count
them. We refer to the viper who
shoulders in front of you when you
are waiting to break, the lout who
cuts in before you can take a step,
and the lowest one/ of them all, the
bird who continues to dance, ignoring your cut.
If you have ever noticed, the ones
who commit these breaches are pretty consistent.
They are the same
crowd at every dance; they don't
do these things occasionally, they
always behave the same. We could
print some names but it would fill
up too much space and, anyway,
you know them as well as we do.
A man who doesn't know or who
ignores the simple conventions we
have mentioned should be kept oft
the dance floor as much as any
drunk who ever' shuddered down a
drink.

SUBTLE
We got here a bit late with this
story but we consider It so choice
we can't withhold it any longer.
It happened, last year at finals, if
it happened at all. If you remember, third barracks was turned over
to the visiting maidens. One lad
who had a girl rooming over on T
company asked her, after she had
been there a couple of days, how
she liked, her room. She told him
she thought the room was swell but
she still didn't like the idea of having to get down on her knees to SNATCH NOTICE
take a bath.
We advise any one with high
ambitions to look u-p last Sunday's
ETIQUETTE
State and read >Mfiss Mary Ford's
This probably isn't the place to article on "Dingling".
Her treatdo it but we can't refrain from de- ment of methods we find especjai'ly
livering a bit of a sermon.
The intriguing. We always thought that
more dances we attend the more the snatch artists here were the
irked we become at the lack of com- best the state had to offer but we
mon decency exhibited by so many now take a bow in the direction of
cadets. Granting that there was a Carolina, at which institution Miss
shortage of girls at the last dance Ford is a student, by the way. As
and that rapid breaking was rather well as; we can remember, this is a
expected we still believe that most bit of the verse she sprinkles thru
of you will agree that the sort of the opus.
breaking that was prevalent there
Dingle well, dingle well,
was pretty foul. The tendency is
Dingle all the w(ay;
to blame the fresh 3n, but some of
Never cram, for an exam,
the upper classmen are worse than
Make your dingling pay.
any of the freshman could be. To
illustate what we mean we compiled FATIGUE
a few statistics at the last dance.
After this last very strenuous
We believe that they are very near- week-end we feel as we imagine
ly average.
that lad felt last year at the Moon
The first convention that most light Parade dance when, after dancpeople learn is the one concerning ing 17 consecutive dances with the
breaking on the man who cut in same girl, he bounded upon the
on you, but no less than 17 persons band stand and screamed, "For goscut back, or attempted to cut back, sakes, Paul Jones."

--that Ben Green may think he is
gal-wise but Stallworth from 'Bama
seems to be making him forget that
sagaciousness.
OSCAR SAYS

— that Jeanette Reeves, the Alabama Spark-plub, and Deacon "Religionless" Metz were dancing up a
storm last weekend.

MICHIGAN
Dancers at Michigan State lead
an easy life.
They don't have to
worry about "the morning after",
because class cuts are allowed up
until noon of the following day.
They also have plenty of time to
get right for the dance, as cuts are
allowed after three o'clock on the
day of a formal dance.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
Of the 525 principal universities
in the United States, George Washington ranks 25th with respect to
age and 30th with respect to size of
student body and teaching staff. The
properties of the University are valued at $4,500,000.
(So what?)

FLORDDA
Thirty-nine freshmen were prom-OSCAR SAYS—that Color Sarges Tribble and ised the presidency of the Freshman
Class during Rush-Week at the UniWay 6taggered in this weekend with
ia gleam in their optics and the versity of Florida.—The University
Hatchet.
question "What day is this?" on
their lips.
OSCAR SAYS
.
HARVARD
__that (with apologies to Ripley)
College professors, like other huhe saw J. P. Woodside, supposedly man beings, are proud of their bea senior, lead the frosh to the dairy loved offspring. However, somein the big ice cream rush last week times the "young-uns" aren't as
and that the said J. P. was carrying bright as the proud parents would
a G. I. can and a coal scuttle.
have everyone else think. Imagine,

V. P. I.
The "Rat System" at V. P. I. has
been abolished (at least theoretically). Instead of the former system of requiring the freshmen to
run errands and perform other menial tasks, they now have a system
based entirely upon military rules.
Among other things, the freshmen
have to address all upperclassmen
by their last name only, and they
have to use the word "sir" when
speaking to an^ upperclassman. The
upperclassmen, "in turn, must address the freshmen as "Mister".
One subdivision of one of the 17
new rules states that, "The infliction of any form of physical punishment on first-year cadets is strictly
prohibited".

OSCAR SAYS

,

—that Cap'n Jimmy iLipscomb has
a cute little snapshot of "Little
Miss Archer" all dolled up in a
Hawaiian outfit. (Steady Cochran!)
OSCAR SAYS

—that "Reggie" Charles Farmer's
wild ride to Seneca somewhat ovei~
balanced the eternal snatch he received from Colonel R. John and
that Oscar daresays Charlie is sucli
a nice, dependable lad.

The reason why Humpty-Dumpty
The ideas back of restoration
OSCAR SAYS
was smashed is that some nations are new to use older men, yet we —that Coach' Skeet Horner turns
have nothing to buy with, except are willing to go along and do our handsprings every time "the" letmoney that they borrow.
part in effecting better times.
ter arrives from Avairy, Mississippi.
—Raymond Moley.
—Charles M. Schwab.
(Continued on page five)

if possible, the embarassment of
two Harvard professors when a
chimpanzee showed by test that he
was as intelligent as the professors'
two five-year-old youngsters.
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™>0? «" end for you when you got your degree
nave you permitted those campus capers of Clemson
days to become closed chapters of your life?
Ine answers are NO and OF COURSE NOT. What's the
use of having a past if you can't get a kick thinking about
it^-pep meetings—poolings—study for that exam—football
—squads left—dress parades—Alma Mater.
Today's and tomorrow's happenings provide an inval.uao]e supplement to those of yesterday. You can get it all
a
£ i , iiLriuR' the campus weekly; all the latest dope on Jess
Neely s powerful Tiger eleven, and all current Clemson chatter.
It's a new deal. Subscription rates have been reduced
from $1.50 to ONE DOLLAR, We need you more than we
do
™e dollar. That's why we think you should get a copy
of THE TIGER every week. Reach in that pocket, pin on a
dollar bill. Don't trouble about checks or money orders.
Just peel off a dollar, fill out the blank below, mail it to THE
TIGER and assure yourself of 30 issues, chock full of Tigertown news.
ld

College Life

Name
Address

,

Just pass the buck along with this coupon to THE TIGER,
Clemson College, South Carolina

INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS

(Continued from page lour)

Not recognizing that our tariff
We all 'believe in freedom of
policy was at fault we tried to speech and freedom of teaching
that Bill "I'm a Scabbard and adopt a monttary policy that would but freedom is not license.
Blade Fish" Smith has what it solve our trade problems.
—David Kinley
—R. F. Bausman.
takes or that girl wouldn't have
made him a present of the boots of
We've had few strikes, but much
Liberty can be won by passive
one of last year's executive officers.
publicity—and
that's good.
a6 well as active resistance.
-OSCAR SATS—Frances Perkins.
—Dr. Louis I. Newman.
that P. E. "I'm a big cheerleader
and play basketball" Bowie was
It's curious and interesting how
strutting his stuff at the game Saturday and that Erline's presence in history there is always just one
The families
couldn't possible have had anything figure who counts.
of
the
famous
disappear
like so
to do with it.
many
leaves
in
a
wind.
-OSCAH SATS—Mrs. Franklin D. Rosevelt.
that "Tiny" Cloud caused sort ot »am?qrtg||S|«lg)WMtt|j^
a storm down in Doc. Manning's
Dyeing class the other morning.
-OSCAR SATS-

that Charlie Gordon alias Sy
alias Nertsy is going Quakerish or
so one would judge from his continuous phrase, "After all, Friend."
-OSCAR SATM-

City

U

Oscar Says

PAGE FIVE

that the hand-waving "Don't substitute, I'm all right" stunt one of
the varsity men pulled in the Presbyterian game falls right into the
grandstand category.

The price the people of the world
were made to pay for victory over
Germany was equal to the value
of five countries like France plus
five countries like Belgium.
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler.
3SI5gagKKM«MHMM

In the new Oxford
New Fall Hats and
Blue colors
$3.50

New Riegel Shirts, Fall Patterns, Griffon Clothes,
Sport Madels. See them.

HOKE SLOAN
Gents Furnishings

Catering to Clemson Men
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RICHARD WHITNEY, '35—Majoring
in chemistry. "A Camel tastes simply
swell," he says, "and what is more important, it refreshes my energy."

I* -*

i* *

U »

A PLEASURE that drives
away fatigue and listlessness!
"I'm specializing in chemistry, which
means a large amount of 'lab' work,"
says Richard Whitney, '35. "It's interesting—but a tough grind. After a long,
hard session, a Camel tastes simply swell
— and what is more important, it refreshes my energy and I feel 'fit as a
fiddle' in short order. I've smoked a lot
of Camels and never yet have they
ruffled my nerves."
Everyone is subject to strain—whether
physical, mental, or emotional. So it's
important to know that Camels do release your stored-up energy.

The findings of a famous scientific laboratory have confirmed Camel's "energizing effect." So begin today to enjoy
Camels. Enjoy their wholesome and delightful "lift." Enjoy their mildness and
rich, good taste. Enjoy them often! Camel
pays millions more for finer, more expensive tobaccos, and the costlier tobaccos in Camels never jangle the nerves.

► SPORTSWOMAN PILOT. Mrs. Cecil Kenyon, of Waban, Mass., says: "Speaking of cigarettes, Camels are the mildest cigarette I know. Morning, noon, and
night I can smoke them steadily — without a touch of upset nerves."

/
Copyright, 1934.
B. J. Beynolds Tobacco
Company
f»
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SOUTH CAROLINA COED ELUCIDATES ON
SUBJECT OF "DIN6UNG" PROFESSORS
(Continued fro.n page 3)
lesson and walking uown tiic
hall with liim. .Most professors
will begin to realize tliat there
is something abnormal in a student's development of an avid
interest after class in a subject in which he was not at all
interested during the class
hour.
"Primary 'dingling' is
too obvious, too amateurish for
the advanced apostle of the art
—he likes something a little
more subtle—something with
more of an air."
THE SECOND ACT
"For him there is a second
stage—going to the professor
after class bearing a comment
on an outside subject—usually
concerning that professor's hobby. "In this method the student might try
flattery and
also comment on something
that is of keen interest to the
professor. This method has a
disadvantage, that of its hiaving to be performed in the

Hearing at other students who
may annex your methods and
leave you to find new ones.
AND MNAIiLY
"The third method of performing the 'dingle' does away
with this distressing circumstance." Here the student waits
till the professor is comfortably
settled for a good smoke with
his feet propped on the desk
and sleeves rolled up jnnd then
sallies in with his tactics.
Then there are such things
known as the written dingle.
One type is where the student
refuses to take the professor
seriously. This trick, if successful, makes him think he
never was serious, but you're
the only student clever enough
to perceive his humor.
"PROF" CONFESSES
One professor in remarking
about Miss Ford' s article said:
"I wish you had added some
paragraphs on the history of
this1 ancient system, for I fancy
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I am not seeing red nor am I
going around looking under beds
for Fascists or Communists.
—Dr. William A. Win.
I have always felt that if the
■age of an artist is known, when
he becomes older people will say:
"That was a good performance,
but you should have heard him
when he was younger."
—Richard Bonelll.
it is old as the first school in
the world. Long before you
were born, I was a past master
in this gentle art. A classmate
and I went so far as to serenade at twilight, the unbeautliul duaghter of a professor
who was expected to flunk us."
So, concluding the theme begun with:
"Dingle belles; dingle belles;
Dingle all the day.
Never cram for an exam;
You'll pass the dingle way."
Miss Ford gives her parting
advice:
"So 'dingle', class of '38,
'dingle'."
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Within the past week we have received twenty
dozen Shoes made by
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Drill Shoes from $2.00 to $3.00
Dress Shoes from $3.00 to $5.00
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We think that we are offering you the best shoe you
can get for the money. Come down and buy a pair.
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of Buford, Ga.
We have marked these Shoes at very low prices.

"Judge" Keller

TwTatiti 13et&k
The cl
these a'

INIaturally, they taste better—because
Luckies use "The Cream of the Crop"—only
the clean center leaves—these are the. mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste* better.
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PLAY ERSKINE HERE
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P. C. INSPIRED
In 'beating P. C. last Saturday,
the Tigers defeated one of the
gamest
and scrappiest
football
teams in the state. The Presbyterians always play an inspired gamt
against the locals and have, at
times, turned the Bengals back on
the short end of the score,
NOTHING TO LOSE
Battling the Tigers, the Blue
Hose have everything to win
and nothing to lose. If the lads
irom Clinton had beat the Tigers, the victory would have
meant much to them, while a
win over Walter Johnson's proteges by the Tigers was taken
for granted and was just another football game for the Clemsonites. Although they've tied
the Bengals twice in the last
four games, the P. C. gridmen
have entered the games as the
"under dogs" in every instance.
It's hard to beat a team which
can afford to take all kinds of
chances in an effort to win
knowing that there's nothing
lost if it doesn't succeed.
TIGERS GOOD
So taking every thing into consideration, the Tigers didn't do so
badly hy scoring only one touchdown against the Blue Hoee and
holding them scoreless. I realize
that all the Tiger supporters were
expecting at least a three touchdown, margin, but we saw the Bengtals perform like a real team and
we know they're the best we've had
since Coach Neely's debut at Clemson; so that should mean something
and should to a certain extent atono
for the lone touchdown victory over
the Presbyterians.
TIGER SPIRIT
For the first time in the past
three years, tne spirit enmusiasm and coniidence of the
1200 cadets is running l|airiy
high.
They are really behind
the team and it'll take more
than the loss oi a game or two
to dampen the Tiger spirit this
year.
Not only is the student body
confident, but every member of
the football squad radiates confidence on the field tand off.
They believe they've got a winsing team this year and they
believe they can lick their share
of the good teams.
As Joe Sherman wrote last
year on one occasion "we can
lick any team we meet if we
think we can, but until the
teams and the Corps as a whole
begin to believe in themselves
every season will be a sad disappointment". And this year
the "old Tiger Spirit" is prevalent.
HARDEST GAME WON
At this time last week the P. C.
encounter was the hardest game on
the Tiger schedule or so said Coach
Jess, but now it's: the Georgia Tech
game which is the stiffest one on
the Bengal card. The Tigers are
pointing to this game with everything they've got and they'll be
playing their hardest in an e:ort
to avenge the crushing defeat received at the hands of the Yellow
Jackets last year.

TIGERS DEFEAT HOSE
IN LISTLESS GAME

TURKISH CENSOR BANS ALL SENSATIONALISM,
SUICIDES AND SEX APPEAL IN NEWSPAPERS
AnI j ira, 'Tuiii^eyv—Sex appeal is banned ironi press and
ait, and many aspects of human ruierest are frowned upon
by pc 4-igogically-ininded Kemalist Government, according to
a L mted Press dispatch.
Uke a good father it is trying to educate the population
and keep away unwholesome
and dangerous spiritual food.
STRICT CENSORSHIP
The press is, therefore, not
permitted to report suicides or
to publish pictures of the victims because descriptions might
entice roniantic or unbalanced
readers to imitation.
Shukri Kaya Bey, Minister of
the Interior, to whose department press matters belong, recently claimed in Parliament
that since his press decree suicides in Turkey had diminished
by not less than 75 per cent.
Divorces and other unhappy
family |affairs come under a
similar ban.
Colorful description of crimes
are forbidden as tending to encourage "herostratism".

et Coach will be attempting, in
part, to get a line on his men as
well as win the game. And while
he's trying his different combinations, Coach Neely will be using a
team which has already been on the
firing line once this season and has
a well-earned victory to its credit.
This game should prove to be an
interesting affair and will by no
means be a repetition of last year's
disastrous defeat handed the Tigers hy the Tech team.
CUBS TO PUAY
Tomorrow we'll get a chance
to see the Tiger freshmen perSaturday, Coach Jess Neely
form when they meet the Ertakes his most recent edition
skine first year men here on
of the Tiger Gridders to AtlanRiggs field, and we can't help
ta
to do battle with the Georgia
wondering if they'll repeat last
Tech Yellow Jackets.
year's
50-0 victory over the
"They'll be irt better shape
youngsters from Due West. Last
than
they were at this time
year the Cubs scored at will
last
vie**,"
Cof^jh. Neely reagainst the Erskine frosh, and
marked recently to a Tiger
then continued to meet and dereporter.
feat State Freshman teams until they had the State Championship bunting tucked safely
There are two kinds of voters:
away in Tigertown.
those who will vote for your canCoach Jones fcind "Penny"
didate and the bla aketyjblank IgPennington have been working
norant, prejudiced fools.
with the new boys for four
—Thorn aston Times.
weeks now and . they seem to
think they'll have a team as
good as last year's aggregation.

LAW IS PASSED
Under a new law, just published, restrictions have been
tightened, and the functions of
the "Direction Generale of the
Press" have been extended to
movies, broadcasting, to the
theatres and to phonograph

records.
Vedsid Nedini Bey, the young
austere chief of this department has, thus, become the Josef Goebbels of Turkey.
His conception of the press
and of other means of influencing public opinion radically
differs from Western ideas.
SEX IS TABOO
Everything pertaining to sex
is to be excluded, and the part
reserved to happenings of the
day of non-political character
and to "human interest" news
reduced to a one or two-column summary.
Instead of shapely legs and
pretty faces of screen stars, the
reader is to find beautiful
sights of the country as well
as new factories and railway
bridges reproduced in his paper.
National interest in short, is
to take the place of human
interest.
PRINCETON
Not all collegiate scenes in the
movies are one hundred per cent
Hollywood.... In the picture "She
Loves Me Not" the real Princeton
Dramatic Club (The Triangle) was
featured. The only principal change
was made in the presidency of the
club—Bing Croshy acted as president.
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BITS OP DOPE
The hot weather slowed the Tigers up considerably 'against P. C;
they're hoping it'll be cooler against
Tech—Al
Yarborough missed a
chance of scoring a touchdown
against the Blue Hose when he allowed a P. C. pass to fall out ot
his hands. Tough luck, Al—Manuel Black, playing his first varsity
game looked like a veteran—Joe
Berry handled the team as if he
were cut out for the job of quarterbacking—'Some of the cadets haa
never heard of Folger until he got
loose for thai pretty drive which
netted nine yards to the Tiger's
cause—Henry Wodward showed 5,000 people that he could still elude
tacklers and reel off the yards in
the same fashion that made him
one of the South's outstanding backs
two years ago—The Clemson band
has improved
considerably since
last year and they're largely responsible for keeping the spirit at
such a high pitch.
Captain Hinwood, Cadet Captain Webb, and
Musical Director Chas. Frye are
largely responsible for the 'big improvement in the music department.
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Make Our Store
Your Headquarters..
AGENTS FOR CROSLEY RADIOS - $19.99 AND UP
CHECKS CASHED FOR STUDENTS - NO CHARGE
College Jewelry
PERMIT AND

:

:

College Stationery

EXPLANATION

BLANKS

Come in and Make Yourself at Home.

FREE

Free Scales

to weigh on every day. Postage stamps for sale.
PENNANTS,
SODA,

CLEMSON

CANDY,

AND

STICKERS,
ALL

YOUR

MAGAZINES,
DRUG

STORE

NEEDS.

NEW FORESTRY HEAD
(Continued from page 1)

ed his Ph. D. from the School of
Forestry and. Conservation at the
University of Michigan.
He is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, Scabbard and Blade, Alpha Xi,
Alpha Xi Sigma and several other
fraternities. Dr. Cockrell holds a
commission of 2nd lieutenant in ♦I*
the O. R. C having spent four
years in R. O. T. C. training.
HAS TAUGHT SOME
As a graduate assistant at Syracuse, and later at Michigan, Cockrell has had. some teaching experience. He worked for the Western Electric Company one summer
and
has had two years of service
OPENING GAME
with the government Forestry SerThe Tiger contest is the first on
vice in New Mexico and Texas.
Georgia Tech's menu, and the Jack-
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PAGE EIGHT

THE TIGER

IN READERS' DIGEST WASHINGTON PROF IS
(Continued from page 1)
EXPOUNDER OF BRIEF
SAYS THE EXCEKPT
The excerpl from the READERSMETHOD OF SPELLING
DIGEST reads as follows:
"Jap
Penton, coach of Clemson College,
way back in 1898 used betting to
stop a touchdown.
Clemson was
playing against South Carolina and
a fumble had given South Carolina
the ball two inches from the Clemson goal. Penton drew himself up
and loudly announced he was willing to bet anybody and everybody
ten dollars that South Carolina
would get no nearer to a touchdown. A crowd, accepted.
"A-fTEK AIA," SAYS HE
On the first down South Carolina's
quarterback fumbled.
Jap asked
for more bets. On the second down
South Carolina got her signals mixed. For the third play the South
Carolina center made a bad, snap.
It was Clemspn's ball on downs.
'After my bets,' said Penton as IS
viewed his large winnings, 'my team
naturally had nothing to do but
hold. Perhaps the other team was
worried too, by my confidence'."
TAKEN FR03X COLLIER'S
The above was abstracted, by the
READERS' DIGEST from an article
'•Hold 'em", published in COLLIER'S, written by John W. Heisman, former coach at Clemson and
a nationally known figure in football; Coach Heisman was responsible for establishing football in a big
way at Clemson.
During Herman's stay at Clemson the Tiger
elevens under hie coaching ranked
at the top among the best football
teams of the South. From Clemson' he went to Georgia Tech where
he coached for some time.

Goes To Rutgers

Spel the Wa U Rite Sez Revoloosinery Doktor
SPELS POTATO
Ighlooohsi gheauphtheightteough
You eat it practically every day,
if you are a normal American, and
if you live on. a farm you have dug
plenty of 'em. The above, to become less mysterious, is the way
Irish potato would be spelled, if It
were spelled as absurdly as some
words in the English language are
spelled, in the opinion of Dr. DeWitt C. Croissant of Geogre Washington University.
HERE'S HOW

Another Clemson grad that
is pursuring further chemical
studies is W. D. "Buck" Moss
who has left for New Jersey
to accept a fellowship at Rugers University.
Last year Moss was Captiiin
of G Company, a member of
the TAPS staff, Scabbard and
Blade, and the Athanor.

Here'g how the professor arrives
at the spelling?
I at igh in high.
R as lo as in Colonel.
I as o in women.
Sh as chsi as in Fuchsi.
and tong is. improvd.
P as gh as in hiccough.
The simpl English movement has
not movd much' lately, Dr. Crisant
0 as eau in beau.
T as pht as in phthsis.
sez, becpws peepul ceom to be inA as eigh as in weigh.
terested in other things, like dets
and gold and hous rent. The doi:T as tte as in cigarette.
tor is doing his part by making
O as ough as in though.
speeches about how words shulii
HATCH OX QUIKLY
be spelt.
FONETIC SPELLING
Insted uf leting his students spell
Spelling
ot to be fonetic, he sez,
that wa, the doktor is letting them
spell words simply, hut they iiav so the peepul can tell from the way
to prov they spelt a word, the way a word is ritten how it sounds.
There are to many letters in
they did for a gud reeson and not
most
of the words, for won thing,
becaus .they didn't no any better.
The students are quik to katch on and to many words with to many
and their English exprest by pen meenings for another.

We wish you could go into the factories and see
Chesterfield made. The mild ripe tobacco is cut in
long even threads—then packed into the cigarette so
as to make Chesterfield draw right and burn evenly.
A good cigarette can give you a lot of pleasure, and we
would iike for you to try Chesterfield.

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that
^*-\j
TASTES BETTER

Okesterfi
LIGGETT

&

QUESTIONNAIRES SENT
TO MINISTERS REGARD
STUDENTS' RELIGIONS
Some Think That God Writes
of Bad Deeds in Black
Bock

. . . just about every cigarette smoker knows
that—but here are some other facts to keep in mind . . .
For a cigarette to be milder and taste better it must be
made of mild, ripe Turkish and home-grown tobaccos.
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What should high school students be taught to believe about
God? W. W. Sloan, graduate stuaent, and Dr. George H. Beits, "proiessor of education, at North western University, wondered. To find
out, they sent to ali the FroUtitant ministers of Cuica^o a questionnaire.
The answers were illuminating.
SOME ANSWERS
Most ot t„e ministers, for instance, agreed that they did, no.
think students should be told Gocl
sends earthquakes, storms and. other disasters to punish peopie for
evil doing. Most of them did not
believe that God keeps a record
of one's bad deeds iu ia big book,
although 19 per cent did believe
this and 7 per cent were uncertain
about it.
SAME ANSWERS
Answers to other question^:
Did God spend millions of ysaio
making the world?
Yes, G7 per
cent, No, 15 per cent, undecided,
IS per cent.
Will there be a judgment day?
Yes, 4 8 per cent, No, 4 0 per cent,
undecided, 12 per cent.
Is prayer important? Yes, 99 per
cent, No, 1 per cent.
Was the Bible written down as
God told men to write it?
Yes,
27 per cent, No, 71 per cent, Undee'ded, 2 per cent.

GIVE "BILL" WILLIAMS
a break when you
to order.

have

Flowers

Corsages, cut flowers, yea
flowers for every occasion.
_Say it with flowers via Bill-

CAROLINA FLOWERS, lNC
Greenville, S. C.

Battery Service -Tire Repairs
The only one-stop service
station that sells Coodyear
Tires.
.
Cars washed CSi GreasedTiger Service Station
♦$►♦$►♦$►<£♦♦*♦♦;

Seottys Messery
Oysters — Meals
Sandwiches

Our business is to please

GIVE US A TRY
Visit the "Y" Barber Shop

IA1LE

KAY

Almost ail agreed children should
;e taught Gcd still runs the world.
Ninety-eight per cent believed God,
speaks through good men and women.
FjaiSty-six iper cent would teach
3n eriet's as a reward after •■ death.
Only 20 per cent would teach there
is a Hell of fire.
Sixty-nine per
cent were ready to deny the existence of Hell, and 31 per cent
the existence of Heaven.

